Strontium
Nitro Micro SD
Card with
Adapter 32GB
PLEASE NOTE: Online Clearance Product | Includes
Free Delivery This item is available online with Free
Delivery , but may not be available at all Harvey
Norman stores. Stocks are limited. Purchase online
today to secure your product. For more information
please feel free to contact us using the Ask Us tab.
The Strontium Nitro Micro SD Card with Adapter offers
impressive data storage of music, full high-definition
videos, high resolution photos and games in a tiny body
with ultra high performance. Equipped with a high
speed +ö+ç-úClass 10" rating, our UHS-1 microSDHC
card maximises the UHS-I technology to deliver a read
transfer speed of up to 85MB/s (566X) Key Features
Ultra High Speed Performance: Equipped with a high
speed +ö+ç-úClass 10" rating, our UHS-1 microSDHC
card maximizes the UHS-I technology to deliver a read
transfer speed of up to 85MB/s (566X). Hence, it makes
it simple to rapidly acquires, plays back, and transfers
media data, including extended durations of 1080p fullHD and 3D videos. Built for the harshest conditions:
Durability tested to secure your data from everyday
mishaps - water proof, magnet proof, temperature proof
and X-ray proof. Bring your smartphones, tablets, or
camcorders to the mountains, the sea, or the desert.
Even if your personal device doesn't make it through,
your Strontium memory card will. USB Card Reader and
Adapter included: Strontium's 3-in-1 Mobility Kit
combines a microSD card with an USB card reader and
a SD adapter to allow mobile users flexible storage to
access multiple digital devices, from computers and

cameras to smartphones & tablets. Up to 32GB: Allows
you to capture, carry, and keep all those moments at
your fingertips, so you can record all of life's exciting
moments.

Features
All Product Details

Brand Strontium
Product
Micro SD Cards
Type
Dimensions

Product Width

1.1cm

Product Depth
Product Length

0.1cm
1.5cm
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